FORT LANGLEY

Playing with History
An all LED design
scheme gives a
dramatic makeover
to a celebrated
19th century fort

Photos: Galina Zbrizher
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7-W LED downlights, one per column,
illuminate the architecture of the wood
buildings. Above, buildings surrounding
an open courtyard present a unified
appearance. The soft floodlighting of the
white buildings creates a sharp contrast to
the rhythmic pattern of the wood buildings.
www.ies.org
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FORT LANGLEY
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offered patrons an abundance of history,
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Part of the problem was uninspired site
lighting. Langley was merely floodlit with
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The goals of the project were to create a
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A NEW LOOK
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WELCOME TO FORT LANGLEY
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The gallery is lighted with angle-mounted
downlights tucked behind a shielding beam.
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floodlights, focused for uniformity and

are occupancy-sensor controlled, and the

minimum spill light. The other five timber

walls receive the reflected light for visual

buildings are lighted with 7-W downlights

comfort. All of the lighting is time clock and
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has a natural look,” says Zbrizher.
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Two 7-W LED downlights over the stairs
leading to the second floor of the bastions
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FORT LANGLEY

The white timber buildings are accented with shielded, stanchion-mounted 15-W LED floodlights.

1. Bastions
2. Palisade
3. Gallery
4. Servant’s Quarters
5. Storehouse
6. Blacksmith Shop
7. White Timber Building

METRICS THAT MATTER

Fort Langley
Energy Use: 13.5kw to 15kw
(complies with ASHRAE/IESNA
90.1-2007)
Lamp Types: 1
Fixtures Types: 3
THE DESIGNER
Galina Zbrizher, IALD, LC, Member
IES (1986), is the firm principal of
Total Lighting Solutions, Vancouver, British Columbia.
The stairs leading to the top of the bastions use two 7-W LED downlights to create a soft glow.
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